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~ LRTE BRERK I NG NEWS ~ 
~----------------------------------~ 
STUDENTS GET BURNED BY FIRE IN OLD GYM 
Field Correspondent ·Tom Mattos reporting live from the front-lines of Kline Commons 
Recent events have proven to become an entertainment emergency here at 
Bard. The infamous mattress frre has le~ the floor of the Old Gym damaged 
and the recent theft of the Entertainment Committee's amplification equip -
ment has crippled the ability to either be in tile Old Gym, or even if we were 
allowed in the Old Gym, to put on a show there. The mattress. fire is being con 
sidered by many to be a culmination of recent acts of vandalism. and the 
recent thievery. combined with the rest of the audio equipment stolen this 
year. has amounted to over $40,000. 
First the tac~: The Old Gym is now closed. The floor of tile main gym 
sustained minor damage due to the bl;ue, wit/1 damage that has not caused 
any obvious structural damage to the building. The fire was reported at 
approximately 4 A.M. on Sunday morning, aft.er the second floor fire alarm 
went off. If you want to talk about using the space in the Old Gym you need to 
go and personalty talk to Erin Cannan and the wall totry to work out some sort 
of deal. This includes spaces such as the Audio Co-Op, the Red Room, the 
Practice Rooms, the Root Cellar, The SAC, Studio X. and the bathrooms. Erin is 
open to speak to any students concerning the reopening of these facilities, 
especially those that ure integral to the non-party use of the Old Gym in the basement, as if there is any danger. it's only in walking directly on the burned spot. Investigations are cur -
rent/y underway, as there are state officials checking the scene for clues. There are unconfirmed rumors of students being questioned as of now, but at least one student has been 
summoned to the Dean of Students office to speak with Erin Cannan. 
As for the audio equipment, much less can be said. The equipment was stolen sometime between spring break and last Friday, and there are Investigations currently under -
way as to the fate of a "lost key' that may or may not tiave returned to the right place. One thing they are sure of is that it was not a break in, and that the lock on the door was actu -
ally opened with a key. To find out more about this investigation 5urrounding the theft you can consult with either Allen Josey or che wall. As a temporary solution the Entertainment 
Committee has moved all of the s/Jows. from Thursday night to Saturday night, to the Multi·purpose room. While this may be considered less than ideal, the Entertainment Committee 
and Allen Josey are working hard to worl< out arrangements. Again, any questions, consult them. 
That brings everything up to date as of now. The •news• end of this article is still being written, and come tomorrow the situation will be changed again. It is important for 
students to approach the administration. the different student committees and their friends In a campus wide effort to find out what it is that is crumbling in the belly of this machine. 
If you are having trouble communicating with those of you around Bard, new projects such as the WALL, a student discussion and information project, are aval/ahle. To visit the 
WALL, it's near the bookstore in the Campus Center. 
Larger than these questions of theft and vandalism, as ex.pressed by many students at the meeting on Tuesday night in Kline. are the quest,ions of the changing nature of 
the community at Bard. At the meeting there seemed to be a lot of banter about what should go on the agenda, yet there was not much discussion bet\lveen students. ft seemed that 
one person would say one thing, and another vrould say something completely unrelated and it 
would continue in a fashion where everyone felt on the defensive at least once and in the end, 
essentially, nothing happened. 
In the end there was a still lingering, unanswered concern over the idea of the changing commu -
nity at Bard. Let's face It: Everywhere we look at Bard there is something new, something being 
built.. something augmenting. There are several ways of looking at these changes, from a cultural 
standpoint to an architectural standpoint. These are different, yes, and we need to consider the 
immediacy of the events, but in this article I would like to catalyze some discussion on different 
problems and/or realizations because, to tell you the truth, I have no Idea what the fuck is going 
on. 
At first glance, the recent history of the way the campus looks might shed some light on current 
issues. When I look at the "old" architecture of Bard, that which has stood for over ten years, 
maybe even less than that. I see individually styled buildings, like Robbins and Manor, like 
Oberholzer and Sands. Now I stroll past the old and new toasters, all of which to me are the same 
bul/dlng, and arrive at the Campus Center, which has that sort of high-school-like modem feei to it. 
Look at the Performing Arts Center. To me, that jagged metal shit looks like a piece of the 
Imperial Death Star fell from the sky at Warp-Nine and the rosulting heat blast permanenrly pre -
served a wa~ ripple throughout the structure. So far, the only thing I see in my future with that 
building is climbing on top of it with a potato sack and riding down carnival styfe. 
I digress. These physical changes do not necessarily cause the changes that we are experienc -
ing, however they are rapidly becoming symbols of change. What change? The expansion of the 
science department The Old Gym being condemned to (someday) be removed. Tuition increase. 
Increase in vandalism. Increase in theft. Increase in the number of campus rapes. Some seniors 
report a change from everyone being jolly and saying hello to each other to the grim and solemn 
coldness that pervades the campus. There are rumors of a B+G strike. There's a huge cement 
complex. that's to be built 1-ery close to Bard. It's obvious that things are changing. Perhaps star -
ing at the floor and mumbling is the only way to deal with these changes as of now. 
All of these changes should be taken in context when we discuss the community's reaction to the Old Gym fire and the Entertainment theft. Apparently the Senior class offi -
cers, in their infinite wisdom, have decided that they would like to offer a reward for any Information leading to the discoveiy of the fire starter. The Idea of holding a public bounty for 
the head of one of our students seems ridiculous. We're trying damn hard to find Osama Bin Laden, yet somehow we are tocked in a deadly war with Iraq. Maybe, just maybe, a pub -
lie witch hunt. inspired not by moralist principles but rather the love of money, would do more to fragment the community more than it is now. Maybe. Maybe the war is the sign of 
order and a system beneficiary to all. Maybe it's a crock of shit 
Rather than getting hung up on trying to ascertain the identity of the arsonist. we sf1oul{J be examining why they are lighting shit on fire. Maybe it's because things are mor -
phing. because students don't like the way things are going. Maybe its because the population is changing in size. I don't think a mattress causing a black spot on a floor would mat -
ter much at UMASS, when the campus goes up in flames every time their team makes it to the final four. The more people they let into this place, the more fucked up it gets. 
Ex.ample: The bathroom, Wilen one person has his or her own bathroom, things go fine. When four are sharing it you can't keep your crap in it anymo~e because it gets cluttered 
and someone might use your toothpaste. When thirty-six people share a bathroom you'd better bring a switchblade. Same thing with the size of the school. The bigger it gers, the 
more fires and rapes and the more everything sucks for anyone else. 
None of these issues have been discussed at length as of yet, and it's a shame. For - · · .. . • 
some reason every student government meeting (yes. I haven't been to many, because I don't 
really give a fuck about the government) seems to be a bunch of people talking about the order 
that they will talk about things in the future. The agenda was discussed until 10:10 p.m. and 
the meeting ended at 10:30. Now we have an agenda with no more meeting. But the problems 
are still here: Why did that mattress go up in flames? Why has $40,000 been stolen in audio 
equipment in less than nine months? Why has the nature of the architecture at Bard changed 
ro •space cadet meets collegiate suburbia•? Why is the rapist back? What's the deal with the 
shrinkage of some departments along with tile growth of others? While some of these 
instances are isolated incidents, I suspect that many of them can be linked into a scary little pie 
ture in which we all might be in part a little guilty for what happe(led. It's scary landscape at 
Bard. and I'm honestly feeling like I'm glad that /'II get my diploma at the height of Bard's legacy 
and not have co worry about the place going up in flames. I wouldn't want my little brother to go 
here, given the current situation. This Is by no means a fatalistic •rm getting the fuck out of 
here response.· I think all of these problems are going to be handled quire nice if we were to 
start taking them seriously and looking a little deeper into ourselves, what we value, and what 
we will stand for. As of now, yet another effort, Bardians, is required if we were truly to become 
a community. Until then ... 
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IPALABRATICS' I 
The Socio-political Ramblings of Jamie Newman 
In another stunning display of penny pinching in fhe wake of the 
construction of the new armadillo shaped Performing Arts Center, laundry 
pnces have been raiSed a whopping quarter, to one U.S. Dollar per load-
despite the uproar of Impoverished students in dorms like Robbins, not to 
mention Robbins• dysfunctional nature of the machines there. The adminis-
tration has tacked the quarter increase on top of the seemingly annual 5% 
-
Thailand Gets Another· Dose of Bard 
J 
Bard students invade Thailand yet again for humane purposes 
by I Jacqueline La Duke I 
For the third and final year. <:Ne.r their winter break, Bard students traveled to Thailand to 
serve a local community. After the flight from New York all the way to Bangkok, the five students, 
one alumnus, and Audrey Pusey, a Bard administrator, rode the train for 12 hours all the way to the 
city of Chiang Mai, and then up the mountain another three hours to the village of Mae Hong Son. 
There, the students stayed {literally stayed! They even slept there!) in a local school, where they 
worked for approximately two weeks. 
tuition increase. It remains unclear whether the extra laundry costs will gen- 1 1· The group performed two services. They spilt up into three smaller groups each day, two 
groups taught Engltsh to primary school children and the third group did construction work. While 
the locals really did not want the •guests• doing manual labor, the rough Bard students still man-
aged. They mostly did chores such as mixing cement. carrying blocks, which all resulted in building 
a new library. The Bard group also provided some books to start off the library's collection. Audrey 
was able to get children's books such as Or. Seuss books, which were all in English, while Biel<, the 
student organizer of the trip, bought some Thai books. The books ranged from literature to history 
to travel logs. The library will serve both the school and the rest of the village of Mae Hong Son. 
erate the same dividends as the tuition being "turned up a notch." However, 
it appears that the students will be far more affected by the laundry costs 
than by the additional fifteen hundred bucks that parents will have to 
scrape together for their child's unique bohemian education. 
Authorities have told The Observer that the increase in the laundry rooms 
has been some time In the making. Why shouldn't students pay an 
absorbanant fee for the stellar laundry facilrt1es at our fine school? Yet, 
maybe students might want to stop belly aching over such slight financial 
increases and start giving more attention to the ever-increasing tuition that 
may be helping put their parents in the proverbial •poorhouse.• As tuition 
has increased 10% over the last two years, students might want to think 
less about the effect that laundry increases might have on the size of their 
bar tabs. While the quarter laundry increase may amount to an outlandish 
$5.00 over a whole year, parents and benefactors alike wlll be hit with an 
extra $3000 over two years, enough for 10 new wardrobes at the salvation 
Army. 
nmes seem to be a changing at Bard College, a school once 
known for esoteric interests and eccentric appeal. As the days of a free-
wheeling bohemla change to a utopia for spoiled pseudo-intellectuals, who 
are we to blame? While many misanthropic Bardians have used Dr. Bot as a 
sacrificial lamb, it would appear that a similar breed of upper-<:lassmen may 
be partially to blame. The school is flourishing as never before, and the stu-
dent body must use the power afforded to them and do their best to keep 
the Mercedes station wagons to a minimum. In no way is this article a cry 
for anti-capitalism-for the American way, with all Its shortcomings, is what 
allows a school like Bard to exist freely. If you don't believe me, why has 
Bard been the home of ex-patriots and political dissidents since its cre-
ation? A Justus Rosenberg might say, •we should fight the battle for the 
inside m order to win the war from the outside." This Quote could have been 
the blatherings of some intellectual from another time, but it just seemed to 
come out of my orifice. 
However, in all seriousness, our school has spent a great deal of 
money on a spectacular {to say the least) PAC man, but maybe we.should 
help the administration reassess what is really needed at our new Bard. Old 
Bard. New Bard, has always been changing, and part of the process of this 
scholastic evolution has always been student dissent. The one two punch of 
the piss and moan will never slay the administrative !! 
should be pensive and united in our fronl Most of all, we should see that 
soap is available mall dispensers, that have left especially the Robbins pop-
ulation increasingly odiferous. 
There are many changes occurring on Bard Campus these days 
and hopefully, students realize that not all of them are completely neces-
sary. While a brand new PAC center will help to fill the parking lots with new 
BMW's and provide a grandiose arena for aspiring Bard musicians, it has 
left many other departments in the school strapped for cash. Frank Gehry is 
definitely one of the pioneers· of modern architecture, but his work does not 
come cheap. Bard has yet another great name to drop at cocktail parties, 
yet the extensive technology equipment at Bard is often inaccessible due to 
an understaffed technology department. Granted, Bard has given us bound· 
less resources, but sometimes they might want to anticipate a dwindling 
economy a little better. As the tuition increase letter informed us, currently, 
interest-rates are increasingly low and the market is extremely unstable. 
Burning a mattress in effigy In the middle of the old gym might 
seem like the right type of anarchistic outcry when there are •no parents• in 
sight, ITS NOT. People should realize that either rich or poor. we are all 
spoiled by the luxuries of an ex.pensive private college. Due to this often-
ignored reality, we must assume some shred of respect for the school that 
allows us to operate in the independent manner that we do. We must utilize 
our abilities to unite through the technology that is at our disposal in order 
to make our ideas known. Please do not allow yourself to be distracted by a 
measly quarter and think about the three thousand that mommy and daddy 
are struggling to scrounge up. If you are not affected by any of these finan-
cial issues, please keep in mind that most of-the people at Bard are. even if 
it may seem otherwise. 
While the group was not working in the school, they were learning about the community. 
Unlike the town·the group visited last year. this town is more populated and is becoming more 
Westernized. There is a large hotel that Western tourists stay in, and "It is strange to see them walk-
tng around taking pictures,· Biek commented. The town is mainly populated by the Kareang tribe, 
which rs very community based. They are self-subsistent and do not rely heavily upon outside help 
in order to survive. The Kareang's grow many crops on land they have waited to become fertile and 
build their houses out of bamboo. The region is well known for handicrafts, and they make clothes 
and bags by hand. Biek showed me a beautiful red bag, and then told me that all of the dyes are 
homemade! They are made from "things in the forest: but Biek didn't know specifically what. 
Besides lea ming about the people of the region in general, the Bard students hung out 
with the focal children, their students. They visited their houses and rriet their parents. l was curious 
as to how they were able to communicate. but I then learned that Biek translated when communi-
cating with the children's parents. The Bard students were more or less able to communicate with 
the children themselves, probably because the children were fess self-conscious and more open 
and willing to try. At night, the Bard group hung out with the loca l kids, the older group. The kids 
knew little English, but they mostly played ca rds. Somehow they already knew how to play gin and 
rummy. so they all got along j ust fine. 
If you want to know more about this trip, and see more pictures, there will be a reception 
after spring break with a photo exhibit and FREE brownies! However, donations are ,always appreci-
ated. The group hopes to send some money to another school, in an even more remote area in the 
mountains of Thailand. 
Bard's international contingency came together to feed the people real food 
from many different nations. In typical Bard fashion, the lines were out the 
door. but the food was well worth the wait. The internationals helped to bring 
a little cuisine culture to a school dedicated to fried things. However, the 
Brazilian Chicken tender sandwich was NOT on the menu. 
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Pac Man Sells His Chairs, Cheap 
.J.. 
PAC center seats have seniors ghost 
byl Mike Marlin Jr. I 
Seniors attending the opening perfor-
mances at the Fisher Center in late April may be 
surprised to see that they have contributed to the 
building s design. 
The last names of this years graduat-
ing students have been monogrammed onto the 
fabric of every seat. 
According to Nancy Cook, managing 
director of the Performing Arts Center, Frank 
Gehry s original proposal called for lettering that 
would make for a unique design to the furnish-
ing. An early idea aimed to select the names of 
various artists and composers to decorate the 
seats, but that concept was soon rejected. 
"It was a matter of deciding which 
names would be chosen," Cook said. "We didn t 
know how broad to make the selection and it 
was difficult to say who would be picked and 
who would be left out." 
President Botstein and a group of archi-
tects then decided last year that names of stu-
dents graduating during the building s opening 
would be most appropriate for the design. 
"We were looking for a random list of 
names that would conceptually represent every 
audience, every man," Cook said. "It was also a 
way to honor those who were in the senior class 
when it opened, the first people who might 
attend performances here." 
The list of names is not perfect, howev-
. er. Since the decision was made last year, some 
students who have since left the school will still 
be remembered on the PAC seats. And those 
who might not have originally intended to gradu-
ate this semester will not find their names. 
The Fisher Center will host its first per-
formance on April 23 with a concert by the Leon-
conducted American Symphony Orchestra. 
Diversifv Your Portfolio 
/ 
Diversity Awareness Peers are helping to put an end to homogeny at 
The Bard Diversity Awareness Peers is a team of students engaged in a 
process of enhancing individual and social growth and change in the community. 
They are dedicated to promoting campus dialogue on issues of difference, preju-
dice, privil~ge , and discrimination, and serving as a resource to the campus com-
munity. 
The Diversity Awareness Peers have expanded since last year, bringing on board 
six new members, Cristofe Chung , Lydia Ignacio, Rachel Meyer, Tim Oechsle, Julia 
Feldman-DeCoudreaux, Peter Rowland. Now the team is complete with returning 
members, Renee Pena, Elizabeth Anderson, Saran Adkinson, Jennifer Ronald , and 
graduating senior Dumaine W illiams. 
In the past D.A.P. members have organized workshops relating to diversity concerns 
on Bard campus. We work to promote campus dialogue on issues of difference, 
NEWS 
BRIEFS 
It seems that hygiene is still lacking at Bard. On top of deny-
ing Robbins residence the right to soap the administration has 
chosen to raise the laundry process all over campus. The 
stench of Robbins is now hippie-esque. 
The internet in the village dorms, the campus center, and 
most importantly in th_e Bard Observer office has slow as an 
elderly retard . 
In further efforts to homogenize and plain-ify the Bard 
Campus, the administration has decided to waste more of our 
tuition toning down the colors of the walls in the campus cen-
ter. The blue room will now be the baby blue room. The red 
room will be the lovely pink of kline tortellini sauce and the 
bright green computer room is as we speak, being reduced to 
a color so sallow even toothpaste would be embarrass~d . 
Here s another funny thing that happened: Bard decided to 
clean up its parking lots. Wait, thats not all! They decided to 
clean them all on the same day, and required all students to 
park on gravel parking lots (which don t even have enough 
room for the cars that belong on them). On the plus side, stu-
dents who often complained about these lots were made thor-
oughly aware of their true purpose in the community. 
The masked bandit, known as the almost-Tivoli rapist has 
been apprehended for questioning. Question 1: Sir what 
caused you to wear a ski mask, I mean this is Bard, that was 
so 93? 
















Past events offered this semester that emphasize our dedication to our mission 
have been the following : a discussion about Anti-Semitism at Bard and A Little 
More, A Little Less: Classism at Bard . 
Please join us at our upcoming events: 
Gay & Lesbian Issues 101 on Tuesday April 15th at 8pm in the Campus Center 
Blue Room · 
Meritocracy & Whiteness on Tuesday April 22nd in the Oberholzer ounge at 7pm. 
For more inforryiation, e-mail dap@bard.edu 
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~ A Arr A FE absolutley fresh U 1 U ~ authentic mexican food 
tivoli ny 845.757.4100 
www.sanhlfetlvoli.com 
Like bikes? Have a broken bike? 
Call the Bard Co-opcycle 
x4753 (Bill) and x4476 (Paolo) 
We fix bikes and teach you how for free! 
Old bikes are accepted for donation too 
Stay tuned for a free-ride program this Spring 
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.PAOT-E STlnG By Henry Casey 
. . .. r------• Justin T1mberlake's new album "Justified' probablY owes rts trtle to the art1s: s name, however The years have not been , ~ .. ~..,-
the quality of the tracks most d~fmltely owe their soul to the man himself. And ~Y 1s.:here soul on this lgoo~ the Bea~tie .Boys. Filled with I 
album. Though the lyncs occasionally tend towards being embarrassingly funny: Lets fly away to injuries, compilation albums and 
Sweden, to the garden of Eden ... : you can literally hear Timberlake sweating if you listen hard enou~h. l side projects that didn't see the I 
He takes us through a variety of melodies and beats which all seem to have an undertone of fun, while light of day, the NYC trio has 
transcending the assumption that pop-music can't be good. · . l stepped back into the spotlight to I 
It can·t be denied that Timber!ake's voice is filled to the brim with soul, or that he uses thlS In do exactly what you'd expect of 
everyway possible to create a sound which is actually quite similar to Michael Jackson·s. A friend of l them: protest the upcoming war. If I 
mine commented. " people may thmk it's just pretty·boY pop. but if you're a fan of early Michael. l you trek over to I 
Jackson: you'll love this." And that is absolutely true. Timberlake has mastered the crotch·grabbmg www.beastieboys.com you 'll find the 
squeal, and sometimes manages to ma~1fest it i~ his 11nternet-only song, "In A world Gone I 
singing voice in a matter of seconds while penod1cally tak· Mad". 
Ing deep and sensual breaths, so be prepared: this ~!bum I It's a low tempo drum-beatl 
can get very sexy. based track which doesn't do much 
This Is of course not the albums' only attribute, leducating on reasons why we I 
just as Timberlake's occasionally breathy voice isn't the should not go to war. but say that 
only voice we hear throughout the album. Track number I nonviolence Is the way to go. I'm I 
2,"Like I Love You." combines the vocals of Clipse, _and. not pro war, but this song really I 
Timberlake; as Clipse raps, Timberlake supports him with l sucks. rd like the music industries' 
the good ole crotch-grabbing squeal.. T_he s~u~d is enor- l voice against war to be a bit I 
mously soulful and bad-assed, remaining '(llth1n the realm stronger and a bit smarter. I say 
of "fun"~i.e. something you would listen to while driving l take Cornell out of Audioslave and I 
around 1n the summer-but also something that manages . put Chuck o in as singer and make 
to be drrect. incredibly rhythmic and confident. l a 3 song LP, because that would I 
provide the sense of urgency we I 
I need to haveC"!bout the war. 
on occasion the Beastie I 
I soys' song can be very poignant 
•
•Now how many people must get I 
killed?/ For oil families pockets to 
I get filled?/ How many oil families I 
get killed?/ Not a damn one so 
l what's the deal?" But the rest of the I 
lyrics are conruslng. "You and 
l saddam should kick it like back in I 
the day/ With the cocaine and 
l courvoisler." It doesn't make any I 
sense and leavs you with no Idea I f l who the lyrics are directed to. 
,..,_~  I The Beastie website I 
. speaks of doing more recording. so 
t guess the good thing to come out I 
of this is that we have a new 
Beasties album on the way. Just I 
hope that lt"s not another polliti-
cal attempt. I 
.. - - --·-·-· .. 
___________ ... For anybody willing to listen to an 
album by a band with the word •ttie• in 
their name, The White Stripes new record, Elephant. Is a testament to 
all things good and pure about the Whites. Jack and Meg White have 
served up another corn-fed cash cow for the masses. but in my opinion 
rt is a landmark of their career thus far. Despite the succ.ess of thek 
last album, White Blood Cells, the record is a pate comparison to their 
previous two albums. which might have led some to believe that The 
White Stripes had already fallen off. On Elephant. The White Stnpes 
have whipped up a rock Scuffle. made with many of the ingredients 
found In the best chefs' kitchens. 
While some die hard rockers have already written off the White Stripes 
for their imposed association with such con-artists as the Stokes and 
the Wines, Elephant might make even the most discerning listeners 
change high horses mid-stream. Anyone who might have thought the 
White Stripes let a third party into bed with them would be mistaken. 
Their sound maintains its credence to the two person sound that got 
them where they are going, along with some occasional help from addi-
tional vocalists. 
The first track on the album, Seven-Nation Army, •is by far the 
most epic, If not the best song The White Stnpes have ever written. The 
song begins with a driving bass line, yet a la Jack White. the bass track 
is produced by Jack hooking up a bass modulator peddle to his guitar. 
The lyric ·a seven·naUon couldn't hold me back' seems to be Jack 
White's way of telling nsteners to fuck-0ff and let me do my thing. This 
track exemplifies why the group has received so much press in the past 
two years; they rock hard and don·t give a tuck. However. the album is 
not all songs that make you wanna rape and pillage unsuspecting yup-
pies. Elephant ls infused with the dirty blues reminiscent of the Rolling 
Stones' middle years when their talent exceeded their decadence. 
Another stand-out track on Elephant is (track 8), an eight min-
utes blues song that has moments that rock harder than Muddy Waters 
could have ever dreamed. Yet the song maintains it's the basic12 bar 
blues structure that put the Mississippi delta on the map. The fact that 
the album has an eightminute blues track should let all non-believers 
realize that the White Stripes bought-in. as opposed to selling their 
souls to the Media Monolith. The only song on the album that you may 
find to be a bit ridiculous is the last track on the album-a campy folk 
song aimed at creating some sort of dialogue about the strange rela-
tionship between Jack and Meg. All it did for me is make me extremely 
confused and reaffirm my theory that Jack White is an evil genius and 
that the two of them might 'have some things to work out.· 
Elephant is a landmark album for modern Rock11s-far as I am 
concerned and maybe people should even purchase It at the store. I 
actually burned about five copies prior to the album's release and then --1 
proceeded to buy it because I felt guilty that I liked the album so much. ~ 
Although the Whit Stripes new album has a polish on lt unlike 
any prior recordings, Jack White did most of the work himself. Mr. Whrte W 
reaffirms this in a message placed in the liner note. The note clearly ;:t 
states: •no computers were used in the writing, recording, mixing or 
mastering of this album.' Jack White keeps it real. His music has soul, ~ 
a sound in music that will never be attained through a guitar peddle or () 
an after effect. Jack White signifies what Rock music has been missing ~ 
for a minute: the real deal. not some whining pussy with a mullet! tt 
"1 
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I haven't been doing anything too entertaining lately. I haven't seen any movies to review 
aside from my own moderation project. and though this Is a self serving publication, you 
will no doubt be at my moderation show. So. I would like to tum toward another subject: 
the Lord our God. In my recent anxiety (school work was piling up), I decided to turn to the 
almighty omnipotent. I am now a Reverend with the Universal Life Church and couldn't be 
happier. I believe I have found my calling. Go to www.ulc.org and you too can ease the bur-
den "The Universal Life Church has more than 20 million ordained ministers world wide 
since 1959,- and at least three of them are Bard sudents. Registration takes literally three 
minutes and once ordained. you can "perform weddings, assist in marriage ceremonies, do 
baptisms, funerals and much more." I thought the "much more~ refered to 
circumcisions, however upon careful research, I learned that I am still 
unable to participate in or perform circumcisions which (somehow) does not 
bother me. Anyway, not only does the Universal Life Church offer free ordi-
nation, but it also allows you to type in your sins. be absotved, and request 
prayers. Here are some of my favorite prayers: 
May Jesus be reborn to help the sinners .... 
And then help me book the Christmas dinners ... 
Ah ... men! 
Ross Hallett <r.ta!t..11e; oo.~.k,.!J.1.i> 
Cambridge, UK USA - Thursday. December 19. 2002 at 05:51:37 (PST) 
pleas praying for rey prsnel life god heal of my mind and i gove the biassing of god then i 
am shear the word god.pleas i very thank full to you god blass you 
pastor Shahid m paul <&:fillJi.CSJ.~20000rdhoo.corr> 
Choose Life. Choose a Career. Choose Sweatpants and matching heandbands. Do not 
choose Las Vegas Real Estate ads disguised as prayers. Peace be to your Jour-
ney, remember tol~fare for said journey, and word to your mother! Rev Paul 
Rev. Paul R Butler Esq. VIII <ptb11tlef\, ·~1&1J.\I> 
Muncie, IN USA - Wednesday, December 11, 2002 at 19:04:51 (Psn 
THIS ORIGANIZATION IS ONLY INTERESTED IN MAKING MONEY. IT DOES NOT 
RESPOND TO ITS INDIVIDUAL MEMBERS. l, ALEXANDER AM A FAKE AS THIS 
ORGANIZATION lS. A CURSE ON YOU ALL 
Alexander< · £'_"•11; ·AQL';;OM> 
CANOGA PARK, CA USA - Wednesday, January 30. 2002 at 15:59:00 
(PST 
I agree in prayer and believe that my girlfriend Barbara is healed from 
her lrrital Bowel Syndrome. In Jesus's name Amen 
Don «ieH'S•~©r)'ii~> 
los osos, ca USA - Saturday, September 07, 2002 at 07:56:56 (PDn 
This site is phony and not Christian. Beware ... this is brainwashing 
Americans and must be discouraged. Read THE BIBLE and dlsoo9er 
truth II! 
Not Brainwashed 
TX USA· Thursday, March 14, 2002 at 15:58:55 (PSD 
May children see and know the world outside of the television. 
Joshua Lewis <~ll:la~,~w> 
Collinsville, IL USA - Monday, April 08. 2002 at 10:07:29 (PDn 
I am the living Bread:John 6:5 8 
muhammad Ali <"'' n, ~ J" 'fm l'\f ... 2 1> 
southbend, In USA - Saturday, Apnl 06, 2002 at 13:42:10 (PSn 
May Satan. the CEO of this world, be put away. 
Douglas Becker <1w~r~ 1fi u., -it'.v.<::.~Jls;..ll ~> 
Tacoma, WA USA · Saturday, April 06, 2002 at 09:45:21 (PST) 
Be excellent to each other. Party on dudes. Friends are like quiet angels who lift our 
feet when our wings forget how to fly. 
Reverend James Fletcher <i :·.··• §2£; ...Ji:...c...<. ... ::::.l> 
Brighton, UK • Tuesday, April 16. 2002 at 08:29:01 !PDn 
£ '6 £ 2 2) Just Another Rich Kid makes some great 
clothes for men. I think women could 
wear them too. They are Williamsburg 
designed and oh so ironic they almost aren't 
Go to www.)ustanotllertlcbkld.pom 
and see the clothes that I can't 
afford to buy. but appriciate for 
their artistic merit. Just Another 
Rich Kid Living in the Ghetto is 
the extended brand name 
(almost makes you wonder if 
these designers are Bard stu-
dents). They make shirts that 
say things like "I fucked Chloe 
Sevigny" on top of old wom out 
.. t-shirts. They also put argile 
patterns on top of the same 
worn out shirts. The height of irony and nice looking as 
well. Hmmmm . 
, ,. 
3 
• ·k c •p 3)Phillips wearable digital camera. I have heard a few 
AP'rll 18. 2003 
people talking about this thing and I just saw it online. Apparently. it's a camera that 1s 
small enough for you to wear it like a necklace. AMA technolo-
gy is scary . 
~ n} If 4)The worlds first portable lie detector is a really cool item. But 
what does it say about us as about people? Whatever, it IS 
REALLY cool http;//WWW,handvtrusters.com/retal!.html and it 
is only 35.00 OH MY GODI I want one for my birthday SO badly . 
If anyone actually reads this, you can campus mail me the handytruster, box 713 ... 1 want a 
handytruster!!! 
5)www.llsag.com 
Lisa G may be familiar to those of you that grew up in New York City. I remember her morn-
ing show wrth Doctor Ore and Ed Lover as if it were yesterday. I y.,oould here "what's up ya 'll 
what you gotta say, who's on the phone with Ed. Lisa and Ore.- and I would promptly 
change the station. I just wasn't a hot 97 girl at that point. 
These were the post Salt-n-Pepa years. Acyway, I never gave 
Lisa G half a thought until I found her picture online with the 
rapper Fabolous. 
I looked at her 
has actually met. and been photographed with 
every black celebrity of the twentytb century. I swear she was only missing OJ Simpson 
{then again there were too many photos for me to check them all) but not to worry, she 
has met the real main man, Johnny Cocharan. There are photos of Lisa and Biggie's 
mom embracing as if they were reunited kinfolk. 
Lisa's site is designed as if Fran Orescher's Nanny character 
was actually a real person named Lisa G and had somehow. (Instead of 
taking her slightly odd Nanny job). decided she was totally into hip-hop and 
secured the token white job at an all black radio station. I personally think 
that the premise of Lisa G's life is entriely funnier than the Nanny could 
fNer be. I picture a show with a "Hanging with Mr.Cooper" esqe motif, but 
a slightly "Ally McBeal" bend. What is best about Lisa's job is that she is 
never seen by her listeners. On the radio. Lisa G can be who f:'Ner she 
wants to be, without having to worry that she wilt be scorned far look· 
ing like the Nanny and liking hi1)-hop. On the radio, Lisa G can be free 
from the discrimination she would face in the outside world. P.S. The 
''G# stands for Glasberg. Lisa G greN up In Woodmere, Long Island. 
the middle child of a man who was the president of a hair brush com-
pany. "It was not hard to team hip hop, for me anyway;" Lisa said. 
"It's. just another subcul- -4 i I t I . 4 
::.I 
8
ture, like any 
JS · other." 
Beef industry site for girls 
http:/ /www.cool-2l>ireal.com/ 
So ram sure you have heard from your vegan loving vegan vegitaritan friends that Beef is a 
conspiracy. Well now there is proof. The beef Industry has launched 
a website in order to prevent young girls from going veggie 
before they get addicted to long and chewy meat 
stick.s. The website asks survey questions such as 
~what kind of beef do you like to eat with your 
fnendsr Cunously enough. 
most girls prefer tacos. 
Anyway, the website has 
all sorts of fun functions. 
There is the beef c-card 
you can send; thanking 
your friends for being "real girts.r I sent one to 
a friend of mine who was afraid she was becom-
ing a man and she was infinitely grateful. My 
favonte function however. is the party invitatlofl 
maker. where you can invite your friends to jom you in 
whatever beef lo\llng activity you plan. I invited myself to a taco 
themed sleepover and went to bed with ground beef dripping off my chin. 
www.cuntcll'CUS.CQffi, www.masturbatlOQborror.com www.letsmastUrbate,CQm, WWW.ID!l5; 
turbatetorotace · 
I have seen a vagina Jump through a hoop. You can too! See site A. I have seen a man 
who died masturbating. You can tool See site B. Ever wanted to masturbate? You can 
too! See site C for tips. Do you want to ~touch your sack. Not Iraq." or would you rather" 
cum in peace?" Find out at www.masturbateforpeas;e. lt beats the nook1e no't nukie stuff 
(as an aside, I find saying or writing the phrase ·nook1e not nukie' to be almost as 
embarassing as saying "basketball" repeatedly. Now you try 1t, elongate the word: 
Mbaaasskette baaall!.~ God I feel dirty, 
lt~Jm 
Mike . 
By Sakuto Yayamoto ~ Marini:SPUN .... ) 
IVllKe -.........._ • • e • • 
~-----------­, ,.,ve-year-old Norm MacDonald/Bob Saget film not to be missed ••••••• Morini: Spun" 
I remember first hearing about "Dirty Work",(a comedy about a After a very interesting and eventful 
revenge-for-hire business) starring comedians Norm MacDonald and nighVevening/morning walking around lower Manhattan without a 
Artie Lange and directed by Bob Saget when it was first released place to sleep (but having a really fun time). I slept. Eventually I got 
10 1998. to sleep at arouna one in the afternoon. Then I woke up and went 
•Directed by Bob Saget. you sayr I quickly filed the movie to the movies. First I was going to go to see "Gerry" at this place 
away with called the Screening Room in Soho, but we got there only to find out 
"Freddy Got Fingered", ''Carrie 2: The Rage", and the that they practice false advertising. Then, I ventured off to Sunshine 
one where Sarah Michelle Gellar's food has magical Cinema on E. Houston to finally see "Spun". Jason Schwartzman 
powers. I thought of "Dirty Workµ as something I and Brittany Murphy were on the ad in the Voice and it didn't look 
would see only it paid thousands of dollars or if interesting at all. It got bad reviews and it had a fucking huge cast 
suddenly rendered retarded by a tetherbafl I guess there must have been something that turoed me on to the 
accident. Judging by how the film did at the movie. I think it was Jason Schwartzman. I absolutely loved him in 
box office, the rest of America, apparently Rushmore. This article was going to be a review of this flick, but I 
thought the same thing. However. fast left the theatre so indifferent that I don't feel like writing an indiffer-
week, after screening the movie, from ent review. However, I should probably say something about it It 
my roommate's DVD collection, I feel was like "Requiem for a Dream.~ but funny. John Leguizamo was I compelled to admit I was · ~ _ amazing in i.t. Really funny. Really fucked up things happened that made me 
wrong. Though by no means a ...._ ...,. ' almost pee 10 my pants. I probably would have wet myself had I not relieved myself 
l "good" movie, "Dirty Work" is funny. . • s" ': · ~ prior to the s~art of the previews. Mena Suvari plays this 
As my fnend Ben,(whO I made watch 1t · ) • " ! fucked up chick with yellow teeth and you get to see her shit. The reason I have I with ~e}, said, "it's not a complete waste of I ~' , ' · ~i., reservations about .~aving only good f~l~ngs about this movie is _that it's been 
time. µ "'" J.;;;J.' done before. Only its about speed this time. Jonas Ackerlund did a shitload more I In "Dirty WoO<,"Norm MacDonald plays ,)~ . ~r ::::: Interesting things visually than Darren Aronofsky in "Requiem for a Dream·· but 1 
Mitch Weaver. a chronically unempf~ed loser i~""'~ '1 :.~ . ; guess I Just didn't wa.nt to see really quick mo_ntag~ sequences or extremely fast 
l and long-time practical Joker whose life metto. '~""~"'}..... .~, paced cutttng every time someone snorted this shit 
•Don't take crap from anybody," leads him to · .,..... The film got a bit annoying and redundant, but I actually really liked cer-
l start a revenge-for-hire business with his brother and best friend Sam (played by fresh- tain parts of the annoying sequences. The filmmaking was actually really quite 
faced roly-poly Artie Lange) in order to raise $50,000 for their enfeebled father's much· exquisite. At times, there were some really great shots of Schwartzman driving I needed heart transplant.. . . · around in his V~lvo. If the film was just. him driving arou~d 1n his car, shot li~e that 
To say the plot IS fhmsy would be an understatement. The film 1s merely (and sequence, and 1t lasted for about 15 mmute. I actually might have been satisfied I unapologetically) a vehicle for Norm to be his Weekend Update-self for an hour-and-a-half. even rf I paid the full ten dollars to get m. I was definitely satisfied with the finished 
Fans of the comedian will be delighted at the familiar smiling stare, the tape-recoded product of this film. I might have even paid twelve dollars to see it. I'll probably 
l "Notes to Self," and the odd, yet consistently funny overuse of the word '·whore: The even see it again. But, 1t wasn't fabulous. After I saw #Spun·. I drank some 
sprinkling of attempts MacDonald does make at acting. such as shivering, being asleep, Heinekens and fell asleep. I had a » z:tu <* p;:; "" iii'< 
_...,.. ______ . really nice sleep 
or (worst yet) falling in love were enough to bring about a level of that 
awful embarrassed-for-others feeling that I hadn't felt since seeing 
my sister perform a dance, complete with overalls and backwards 
hat, With her friend Nanjeet. to Marky Mark and the Funky Bunch·s 
''Good Vibrcltions" for our junior high talent show. 
Not all the film's humor is as out of this world as my sister in her 
7 head-gear years. Written by MacDonald himself, along with two SNL 
writers. the boys seemed to have gotten lazy at the several points 1n 
the script. For example, a circus midget hires "Mitch'' anc! «Sam'' to get 
revenge on his bullying co-worker. a drunken Bearded Lady, played by the ever-hot 
{Rebecca Romijn..Stamos). So what do the boys do get this revenge? Well, nothing -
l at least, nothing that's shown. But. in the next scene .. the Bearded Lady no longer has a beard, 
that night.. 
which she 1s quite upset about We are to presume, of course. that the two shaved it off while 
l she slept one off, but there·s nothing really funny about that. There were no ----------. 
antics, and without even giving us anything colorful like, say. a scene where they 
lcoat her beard in Nutella, having Star Jones then ravenously eat her beard off. Ben and I felt compelled to laugh simply out of obligation. Lagwagon's latest effort, Blaze, continues where Let's Talk about 
I 
In another odd plotless twist, Gary Coleman, too, shows up in a few weird, Leftove~ left off. As in the past, the band combines a solid rock •n· roll 
very regrettable dream sequences just to give us a taste of Saget's more groan- element ~ith ~op-punk roots. Though the band seems to be slowing down in 
•
inducing humor that should've ended up on the cutting room floor. Indeed. Saget tempo, their ~ncs are as strong.and melodic as ever. The lyrics on this album 
should have known that dwarven black men like Coleman. Webster, and Spike are more_poht1caly charged than m the past, however. the album as a whole isn't 
I 
lee are yesterday's joke, and belong (no exceptions), with Viagra. SNL overly political. There are no new Lagwagon-style punk covers on this record, which 
Cheerleaders, and anything referenced 10 Austin Powers 2 _ locked away, never to may disappoint some fans. Blaze's Quick changes and catchy riffs make it clear 
l
be spoken of again. that these guys have been playing together for over ten years. Randal, the band's 
So why do f call this "Excellent Work", then? Well, aside from these minor vocalist, frequently alludes to how the band is getting too old to keep it up, 
•
complaints tno plot. bad humor) the film is really quit~ a rollicking good time. The an~ h~w they'll ~n:ver be the Rolling Stones." If you remember the song 
cast Itself makes the film worth watching. Chevy Chase, who Raise a Family from Leftovers then you'll have an idea of rhe tone 
l
maybe went to Bard, plays Dr. Farthing, a surgeon with a compulsive gambling problem that Blaze has in store for you. Though this record has a bit 
who needs the $50.000 to pay his bookies. Veteran comedian Don Rickles brings a lot of of a new and very produced sound, most Lagwagon 
l laughs to the film as the verbal~ abusive movie theater manager Mr. Hamilton. But it is Chris fans won't be dlsappinted. · Farley. as the nose-less barfly Jimmy, who steals the show. His riotous. sweaty performance alone 
lmakes this movie well worth the rental price. I So who should see his movie? Well, anyone who was a fan of Saturday Night live back in the 
learly-to-mid nineties will appreciate it. Elderly people will probably like 1t to, (since the cast includes a lot I of old·time 
'
comedians who aren't funny now). But, really, anyone with a couple hours of time on their hands, should I 
check this film out. You could do a lot worse - I know I have.If "Dirty Work" fails (inexplicably). to tickle your 
lfunny bone. at least Norm Maco. onald's wardrobe (florescent one-pocket t·shirt down to his knees), is something to ponder. · 

























ew it o 
Reflectin 
Don't Dew it: 
on our Neon 
QORNER 
April 18, 2003 
Everyone has their own opinion 
when it comes to soda pop. Nobody says 
·ah boy. there are so many good soda-pops out there. how can I 
pick just one?' ft seems that no matter where YoU go in the world, 
everybody loves Coca-Cola. At BjornQorn. we self Sioux City 
Sarsaparilla, which 1s pretty much the same as root beer. 
Everyone likes root beer. but people tend to pass il up on a day to 
day basis. Then there are the less popular beverage choices 
which slip through the crncks into a ltqu1d pile of Dier Rite and .Tab. 
So let me ask this: have you recently considered the 
existence of Mountain Dew? Why do people drink It? Sometimes 
1t seems hard to find an avid Dew dnnker. But let me tell you. 
they are out there and they are not halfassing their way through 
the Mountain Dew world. Mountain Dew drinkers dnnk the shit 
out of their Dew and they love every drop of it. But they are not 
the people you see in the commercials. They are not sk11ng off 
cliffs and they do not jump from planes while slamming one back. 
Dew drinkers are giggly girls, video gamers, recluse singles, and 
recovering alcoholics. My dad used to farm with a neighbor of 
ours whom I will call Dwayne. Dwayne used Mountain Dew to satiate hlS beer cravings, which usually occurred once every ten minutes of the day 
from 7 am to 10 pm. I would ride with him in his pickup truck and every time he f1rnsl\ed another Dew, he would toss 1t very accurately from the 
c.:1b window mto the back of the truck which· was already filled wrth green cans. The sight always made me a little ill. 
I think it's safe to say that Mountain Dew provided me with more associations than any other soda pop. To this day the beverage stiff mys-
lrt'ies me. How can so many people hate it. when such intense obsessions brew tn cubicles and family dens across the nation. As an added note, 
do you remember that Mountain Dew was the first can to introduce the 'wide mouth' pop tab? I guess we weren't drinking fast enough. 
In the past 3 years. I have spread my fasctnation for Mountain Dew to my housematc James o· Shea. Now James has ventured further 
into the Mountain Dew kingdom than I could even dare. Hts excursions have provided us with a valuable resource: A recipe for Homemade 
Mountain Dew James and Michelle Devereux teamed up on the pro1ec1. and It came out like this: 
Jaime & Michelle's Homemade Mountain Dew 
Recipe for 22 oz (inspired by thehst pf ingrHdients on a Mountain Dew cal'! 
Add all the below ingredients minus the seltwr water to a capable bottle. adding corn syrup last to cover pile of sugar. Now. slowly pour 
selt?er water into bottle until 1t totals 22 oz being careful not to stir up carbonation. Gap bottle tightly and shake until mixed. Let stand 
then uncap and enjoy' 
2 oz. Karo Light Corn Syrup w/ real vanilla 
2? oz. Domino Sugar "We'll Always Be Your Sugar" 
3 ·caps RealUme (lime juice) 
1 ·cap' lemon juice \use the cap from the ~eallime to measure the lemon ... th1s isn·t b1din surgeryi 
2 oz. Stop & Shop Brand ·pulp free ' Orange Juice 
1 crushed up Safeway Brand "Stay Awake" 200 mg caffeine pill 
1 drop McCormick Yellow 5 
Original Adirondack Seltzer Water (add last) 
Michelle.and Jamie prepared this for BjornQorn a few weeks back and 1t was received quite well. So use 1t wisely. And never underestimate the 
power of dew. See you at BjomQorn. (any questions comments about Mountain Dew and the preparation of Mountain Dew can be emailed to 
bq687@bard.edu.) 
As a freshman from Seattle, I have this to say to my fellow 
Bardians about my first East Coast winter: WHAT THE FUCK IS WRONG 
WITH YOU PEOPLE? How can anYone live here 111 the Northeast? I 
mean. it's friggin' cold! This winter. being the angsty Bardvark that I am, 
I went to the protest in New York. (which. don't get me wrong is an awe-
some cityl. I had a great time. granted. But that night. as I rested my 
exceedingly fatigued bOdy on the Hoar of my friend 's NYU dorm. I could· 
n't sleep. On all parts of my body, I had this uncomfortable-itchy-rash: it 
felt like a sunburn. The next morning, in frustration from my sleepless 
night. I asked why I felt sunburned. My friends told me it was because 
of alf the wind which patches of my bare skin were subjected to at the 
album Streer Dreams are 
basically the music equiva-
lent of twinkies. The 
songs are sort of 
protest. Hello? Wind? WHAT!?_ I GOT A FUCKING WIND BURN! Who the Lil.;.......,,,_, 
nice on the out-
side. but 
empty and 
lethal on the 
inside. Don·t 
hell gets wind burnt? Not in the West Coast, where the grass 1s always 
green, the hip&'ters are hippies and You don't need an E-Z Pass to get 
from A to B. At least with the pain of a sunburn comes the satisfaction 
of having spent a day basking in the glow of that glorious cancer orb 1n 
the sky. I don't think I should be subject to that same adversity for with-
standing hours of the brutality that Old Man Winter and the NYPD pre-
take the word 
'lethal' to be 
slang for good, I'm saying lethal 
as in it will kill you from rotting your 
brain. On occasion, he can make a witty joke, 
comparing large asses to pictures in pop-up books, 
but most of the album falls on it's own half-assed 
attempt to be funny. 
sented me. 
ln.companson, back in good ol' Seattle. I went to the Martin 
Luther King Day march/anti-war protest (and I mean a real MARCH, a 
~~~ 
The album starts off witn "The World Famous"(self titled) DJ Clue, 
(who once actually had credibility), explaining the title "Street 
Dreams". It doesn 't take a defin ition from a washed up DJ to know 
I/A that Street ~earns are: ~hat those on the st reet dream of (the 
tr•'r #'girls, bfing and bucks that you see in every P. 
=-'· ~n Oiddy video). Supposedly. Fab dreamed of 
being a huge sell-out who would work 
with sh'rtly artists such as Mike Shorey, 
Jagged Edge, and (get this}. Pain in Da Ass. 
Speaking of cameos. one thrng I've 
learned in listening to rap is that when a song is 
said to ~feature" another artist. it means absolutely 
nonstatlonary protest approved by the city, with none of that anti-terror· 
ism. for security purposes bullshit). The temperature was so lovely that 
January day, that as I marched further down Yesler Way, I had to take off 
my layers because I WAS WARMING UP! What a conceptl 
nothing. This is never more obvious when you 
get two songs in a row that "feature" top artists 
("Up to Things~ featuring Snoop Dogg. and 
"Sickalitious" featuring Missy Elliott). The both 
of them probably say a total of 20 words com-
bined. To quote otto from The Slmpsons. "That's 
flagrcJnt false .advertising man!" However, to be 
fair to Missy and Snoop, they were probably given 
such a small space because they'd blow Fabolous 
out of the water. The most lrrltaflng part of the 
So in summary. while I !'lave nothing against Bard, my home 
sweet home away from home, I ask. why such a frigidly dismal locale? 
But I guess this is the coast that brought us George W Bush (He's from 
New Haven, CT!). the state of NewJe<sev and Vassar. What should w 
expect? album is the track "Up To Things" where Fab 
repeatedly steals from Dr. Dre's "Stilt D.R.E." The 




was beyond frustrating, as ! reached for the 
remote. 
In conclusion: if you think you'd be inter-• . . f.ero. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . ..... d . h lb j Lt- th k 
•C:: n .,... ............ 0 n . este In t e a um. ust ru;ilaa e t rac s 
•.c:;;a J. '-oil J. J. • "This Is My Party", ~Not Give A Fuck" 
: . ! and dKeepin it Gangsta {remix)". ·nm· c razj' .... DV o· . Don't give Fabolous any money; 
. ..-----------~ ! I 8 H 1 someone needs to wake him 




·------------· I finally realized who the Osbourne family reminds me of: The Jetsons. Crazy pets, a neurotic 
nanny, the rebellious and musically connected daughter. the son who's always up to no good (with some 
type of toy that will get him in trouble), the money loving/spending wife that is the cog that holds everyone together. and 
finally the patriarch that will always have a love/hate relationship with animals. technology and the sanity of his children. If 
you missed the original airing of the show "The Osboumesh, and don't want to cope with MlV's terrible scheduling nature. 
then pick up a copy of The Osboumes Season One DVD. 
I never thought I'd say this in my lifetime but here goes: I ilke censorship. Not f'Nery-
where though. only on MTV's hit sensation The Osbournes. The show was made famous for 
(among other things), the most bleeps since South Park. When you watch the recently released 
DVD of Season One. sadly, it includes curses. FucKrng blasphemy I say. You have to navigate 
, through what are unnecessarily 
' complicated DVD menu's to turn 
the bleeps back on, but once you 
do this, things are back to normal 
and better for it. 
The additional content includ-
ed on the DVD is a nice bulking 
load in comparison to DVD's of 
shows liKe 24, or Sports Night, 
which had minimal offerings. On 
the Osbournes DVSD, there's an 
hour-ish long feattire called 
•conversations with The 
Osbournes· which feels like a 
episode or two in and of rt.self. 
havn't even gotten to the commen-
tary tracks yet. and I'm still un 
earthing bonus materials. In short, this is a great DVD, 4.5/5. 
buy immediately. 















Dispatches from the Front Lines of Life: Wars that Remind me of Video Games 
Videogames are the bastard children of computers. and it l BY Jacob Cottingham I One recent day, when I wasn't feeling too depressed to read the news, I hap. 
should never be forgotten that computers were invented by the military. pened upon an item mentioning a brief battle in southern Iraq. Two US tanks 
Electronics. computers and vldeogames have all come a long way since the vacuum tubes were attacked by two pickup trucks carrying dudes wielding small arms, like the 
that enabled the bombing of Hiroshima. and the first arcade version of Pong. Looking at Kalashnikov mentioned earlier. They were motoring around. firing at the tanks until one of 
wars tbrough videogames can be seen as taking these two things back to their common the Bradley's flat ran over the pickup and the other tank raked the second truck with a 
root. mounted 20mm cannon. O~iously, we are not battling a people familiar with Grand Theft 
I don't have much personal experience with war. l went to a strict. all male high Auto Ill. Anyone who's ever vicariously enjoyed the rampant destruction ot America's 
school that was evocative of boot camp; I've had a gun pulled on me once, and I've shot a heroes through this game. knows that when driving any vehicle, do not confront a tank. 
couple firearms myseif (though only at targets). Watching uTop Gun" as a.youngster made When the news was mentioning the possibilities of urban warfare, I flashed to this game. 
me think that I could mack things if only I had control of an F-16 and a motorcycle, but in my mind's eye. In liberty City, there were no pretensions about freedom or justice or 
when I was older, urull Metal Jacket" took away most of the glamour that I'd absorbed on anything except the Benjamins. Civilians, cops, old people, younger ones, army personal 
war. By the time I got to college, I realized that I'm much more suited to getting high and and a variety of ethnicities were all culpable in their transgression of blocking your path. 
playing war videogames than participating in any actual confrontation. Videogames have Constant movement, varied weaponry, and knowledge of the terrain are critical to success 
a·11 the excitement ot war but without the horrors of reaflty. Plus, no one actually fQrces in GTA and guerilla warfare. Grand Theft Auto made violence into an aesthetic, even aJlow-
you to go through the humiliation of boot camp. . · ing tlme the closing of the car door for maximum visual affect. What rt also thrust into the 
A couple weeks ago, I was at the Bar & Grill in Red Hook, stuffing face on "Free spotlight (via the satirical radio stations), was the culture that surrounds the violence. 
Wings Night" and having a couple drinks, when I noticed the black and White video run- Who needs training camps in Afghanistan when your PS2 will do the job? Shit. I've been 
ning on CNN ln th~ background. Unlike a video game, you can't turn this war off and waging my own brand ot nihilist. half-<irunk jihad on the digital citizens of Vice City for a 
that's been quite depressing. However, what I noticed were smart bombs. and how they couple months now. 
are targeted and launched before striking their precise target I immediately harkened As the saying goes, "outside of a dense jungle crawling with VC, you can't lose 
back to some old jet fighter game I used to play on the Mac LC. It was around 1992, and when the US military·s got your back.' Thls was surely th~ thinking when SOCOM: Navy 
the first Gulf War had just about wrapped up. GPS and TV guided "smart" bombs were all Seals. and Operation Desert Storm were released last year for the PS2. I rented both of 
the rage (along with the Patriot missiles). In this game, you guided the plane through a them thinking, Who knows fighting like the boys in the Big House? Both games were sort 
mock cockpit Heads Up Display. One of the features in this virtual drivers seat was a of rip-0ffs from the original Clancy prototype of a team of Special Ops deep in enemy 
smaller screen, capable of showing you the ground below, sort of like a dream within a zones of control. Playing SOCOM, I discovered that, when it's my unsteady hand behind 
dream. To launch the TV guided bombs. you pushed the spacebar - B - - - n n ~ the 
. . , 
once to lock on the target and again to fire them. CNN was showing ,, , · • ., ,, i .. . , • ; .~ • .. ~' ·~. , prover-
this same scenario; except it was real. Still, I knew I had that spacebar ' , '· w ,. . • bial 
connection with the nameless pilot blowing up Iraqi infrastructure and ' · , "' .• .,t ". .. ~ • : ·· , · . trigger, 
civilians. Believe me. those targets are nothing but httle dots t~ him ~ • ' . ' : ,, ' ~ ' . • ~ my 
• ;Ji J "" ·" ) .,, ' 
and most likely to his conscience too. ' , • ' '" · •· dudes 
My introduction to the terms RPG (rocket propelled grenades) ' ' "· ' • end up 
and Kalashnikov came through the most popular game in high school:' ' dying 
James Bond 007. on the N64. l had always thought that a grenade like 
launcher was a particularly potent weapon, but the experience of filling they 
the whole Temple board with explosives gave me new insight into the ....._ lived -
power of the weapon. Shit. mult~player James Bond gave me the first 
visceral sensations of camaraderie through combat. introducing me to 
the finer points of cover fire and a deepening of the hunter/prey rela-
tionship. 
Tom Clancy's videogame series was lau~ched with Rainbow 
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several days worth of my time. I would assume most Bard students haven·t rt:ad any of 
Mr. Ciancy's books. but he is one paranoid mother. He pretty much called 9/11 in his 
book about an imaginary war with Japan, and this was in like. 1994. Rogue Spear came 
out around '99 and his paranoia was directed toward the Russian mob and Islamic terror-
ists. This game was way more specific in its weaponry and team coordination than Bond 
ever was. Also. when you shot the terrorists in the leg or other body part. they would 
slump over accordingly. and sometimes let out an awful scream. Not quite firebombing 
Dresden. but lt was a significant step in introducing the playa to the dirty bits of war. Of 
course you could also shoot a dead guy about 15 times before he disappeared. Rogue 
Spear predicted the Chechen rebels takeover of the Opera House in Moscow, almost 
exactly. rm pretty sure it's the third level. and you have to storm this old theater and cap 
a bunch of ski mask-wearing rebels. In the game there weren't so many hostages as there 
ended up being in real life. and also. you had to place more value on innocent civilian lives 
than the Russian government did. The limit in the game for innoc-ent deaths was about 2, 
not 200. Another level - the second to last one - took place in Tajikistan ancfeerily paral-
leled Operation Anaconda in Tora Bora. Tajikistan is directly north of Afghanistan, and the 
videogame topography was pretty similar to the footage shown on the news. In Rogue 
Spear. you were a Special Forces team of about 6 guys and girls of various nationalities, 
each trained in specific skills. Stealth and.cover fire were necessities for winning levels, 











The explosives in this game were much more powerful. and if used improperly could injure 
yourself or your teammates. It was one of the first games I played where you could take 
out pesky civilians who happened to stand up while you were gunning down a terrorist in 
the airplane row behind thern. Superior training and technology were the emphasized 
points in the playa's success m this game. and not some balls out. Rambo style assault. 
Drilling a group of dudes at dusk, while wearing night vision goggles, and with a scoped 
out sniper rifle was preferable to dashing out of the woods with your machine gun on full 
auto. 
April 18, 2003 
• 
I had a much better time with the Desert storm game, which oddly enough is 
tremendously cooperative. I found that the prime setting for playing this one was about 3 
am. in the dark, and slightly more sober than stoned. If you attempt to play it drunk, you 
will fall almost every time. In Operation: Iraqi Freedom (real life, not the videogame) I read 
about a coupfe battles that were similar to this game. One entailed a manne regiment 
that killed 300 Iraqi "defenders· without losing a single man. The other was ar. attempt to 
rescue some of those supply wagon Marines that took a "wrong turn" and got captured. 
In the rescue attempt, nine Marines got killed and another 17 wounded before hitting the 
metaphorical abort mission button. 
Operation Desert Storm, the videogame was one of the more intense I've ever 
played. You must work with another person (usually my housemate Ian) to achieve certain 
mission goals, such as blowing up SCUD missile installations. and commun.ications cen-
ters. You've got a medic, a sniper. a machine gunner and a rifleman to do the job. The 
first level is in Kuwait; but by the end of it, you are running around Baghdad trying to get to 
Saddam. l found myself yelling to Ian, shit like "Get a medic to the northwest corner! . 
Johnson's been hitl" He would often yell back something about blowing up a tank. and 
needing another rocket to take out some dudes that had him ~inned down. We suspend-
ed the '·no smoking inside" rule during thfs game. The weaponry wasn't that complex. but 
the details of the battle and the way the special forces slipped-in and out were pretty real-
istic after I saw the CNN feed of the army storming Baghdad. One of the first missions is 
to rescue a POW and bring him across the fines. much like the actual Special Fo1<:es did 
with that Private Lynch. ~ut the real similarities were in this totally insane Baghdad sce-
nario, where bombs were dropping all around, randomly blowing shit up as your guys navi-
gated their way through the city at night. Dodging tanks, machine gun nests ~nd the preci-
sion bombs of the USAF, proved to be too overwhelming for our abilities and nerves. 
Hooked up to the stereo, as our Playstation is, the noise was thunderously real, as was the 
confusion, or, as Geraldo said. "the fog of war." Playing this game made me realize. even 
further, the daring and selflessness needed to crawl up to a tank and wire it with C4. 
before scurrying behfnd cover to explode it. Also, in one level our troops are in a heli-
copter that's shot down and you have to defend the wounded and your three compatriots 
with a minimal amount of ammo and an Iraqi regiment closing in on you from 3_sides. 
This is the board where we took out about 300 dudes, although I think we lost a guy in the 
videogame. When I saw footage of Marines having firefights in the plazas surrounding 
5addam·s Presidential Palaces, I knew I had seen the same thing before in the videogame 
Operation Desert Storm. 
The thing is, because during thdt actual war we did not. technically speaking, 
invdde Iraq, I think our experience of four guys vs. an army was more akin to the Iraqi situ-
ation during this sequel war'we're figf:iting now. (If you can't distinguiSh between when I'm 
talking of videogames and when I'm talking of real war. that should only highlight the 
fucked up situation of things these days.) The basic point is, rve already fought the Battle 
of Baghdad. even 1f this year's TV viewers didn't get to see the real thing during the cam-
paign. 
Coming next issue: Terminator 2, Tron. and the Predator Drone ... 
Tli e Min o.rlty: __ R u 1 es ·----
The anti-war resolution no one knew about 
by Tom Mattos 
Tavit Geudeleklan 
J. Morgan Hills 
Hamish Strong 
If you haven't heard, an Anti-War 
resolution was passed by the student gov-
ernment last Wednesday. While the under-
lying sentiment of this gesture is a com· 
mendable one. there are many concerns 
surrounding the resolu-
expressed dissenting opinions, concerned 
with the authors providing simple citations 
for the document and the possibility of an 
out-dause. These dissenting opinions ind~ 
cate the existence of a well-informed, crit~ 
cal group of students that do not agree 
with the aims of the resolution. However, 
their voices, so few in number, were out-
weighed by cacophony of the packed vote. 
These dissenting opinions are vital to the 
proper functioning of a representative stu·· 
dent government. However, certain prot>-
lems that arose in the acceptance and ra;j. 
tJOn, brought to light by • 
theexped1entandhaphaz- The anti-war resolu-
ard process by which It 
essential concerns about the form and 
function of our student government. First. 
why aren't students showing up to these 
meetings? Isn't a participatory govern-
ment judged by those who participate? 
We can only imagine two reasons as to 
why no one shows up to these meetings. 
Either we all trust our representatives so 
unquestioningly, so lovingly. so mindlessly. 
that we one hundred percent. without-.a-
doubt. trust their ability to make decisions 
for us unchecked, or, that a lack of active 
participation indicates a fundamental rift 
between the student body and it's repre-
sentatives. We suspect that the latter 
supposition is true. When a hundred 
was prepared and ratified. 
:~:~de~~:::~~;:,~~ . tion ... was drafted by a 
and ratification of the doc- · 
students show up regularly to the red 
room ~ery weekend, they are damn 
sure of what they are going to get: Rock. 
No one wants to go to a government 
ument. the claims of our s1· ngle student 
student government. and • 
the ramifications of these 
meeting if nothing is going to happen 
but one·slded haphazard decisions: 
indie-folk. 
concerns upon our free-
doms of expression. representatt0n and 
opinion. 
Our chief apprehension concern-
ing the anti-war resolution arises from the 
fact that the document was drafted by a 
single student. later, the document was 
amended and altered in a meeting of ~he 
S.A.C. This resolution was created by a · 
mere frdction of the community. To put it 
bluntly. this resolution passed under the 
eyes and pens of less than 2.2 percent of 
the student population. Doesn't this mar-
ginalize the opinions and interest of the 
other 97.8 percent of the people who 
weren't involved in this process. sitting in 
the balmy, poorly lit room in the back of 
the Old Gym? Doesn't this process ignore 
all dissenting opinion, while being passed 
off as if 1t was representative of a maJori-
ty?. These Questions should have been 
addressed m the process of rcJtifying the 
anti-war resolution, 
fication of the anti-war resolution. eluci-
date the fact that the student government 
is not meeting their claim as representa· 
tives ot the body politic. Take, for example. 
the fact that the anti-war resolution 
(deemed an essential political gesture at 
the keynote address on the evening of the 
student strike) was not even advertised on 
the posted agenda for the aforementioned 
student government meeting. As we 
remember, students spoke of gathering 
thousands of signatures and placing them 
before Leon, but, in reality, about twenty • 
dudes decided that they didn't need to ask 
the public their opinion, they could just 
write and ·sign it and move on. 
We believe, that against the 
inherent flaws in our governmental sy$tem. 
that a new forum for public discussion and 
opinion be created. One that allows indi-
vidual responsibility for ideas and debate. 
while providing the ability for a community 
to stand together. One that allows each 
dissenting opinion equal time as that of 
the majority. One that recognizes our tra· 
ditions of individualism and our creative 
personallty and the potential poetics and 
diversity deserved of each opinion. We are 
currently constructing proposals that will 
work to meet these claims. Arising com-
pletely out of a genuine desire to raise the 
stakes of discussion and discourse in our 
current participatory democracy: we are 
working to create a system which will cat-
alyze such active participation. However,. 
the ultimate fate of this preject is wholly 
dependant upon the input and participa-
tion of our community. We urge everyorn 
members of every student organization, 
every poet. every studio·artist, every scien-
tist. t:Nery political theorist. t:Nery stoner, 
every apathetic ·1 don't give a fuck. . ." to 
lend us the wisdom of your voice. Come 
and create the Wall. 
The failure to advertise the revo-
lution for the meeting resulted not only in 
the absence of discussion; but also creat-
ed a complete absence of voters, 
The document was ratified at a 
scheduled student government meeting. 
Howt:Ner. our representatives didn't feel 
the particular need to raise any of these 
questt0ns. At the forum, a few students 
Momen.ts before the government meeting 
opened, various individuals needed to go 
into Kline commons and plead for stu· 
dents to come to the meeting so that they 
would meet the minimum number of stu· 
dents that.needed to be present to pass 
an amendment (which. sadly, is a common 
parliamentary occurrence}. This raises two 
I L e t t e r s t 0 t h e E d i t -0 rm] 
The following is by a New Paltz mother , Carol Lundergan, who 
1sent The Obsenier a copy of her letter to the superintendent of 
the New Paltz School District expressing her outrage over the 
schools' treatent of her daughter, and other middle school stu · 
dents, when they decided to participate in the national stuctent 
walk-out against the war in Iraq. 
Dear Mr. Deny: 
I am writing to register my extreme displeasure and dis-
may at the handling by the Middle Schoo! administration of the 
student "walkout for peace• that occurred Wednesday, Mar:ch 5. I 
am sure that you nave been informed by Mr. Turner of the events 
that transpired today, beginning this morning with the suspension 
of my daughter. Amanda Kelly, for tianding out "disruptive" litera-
ture and ending with my near arrest by the New Paltl police this 
afternoon. I would lille to provide you with my interpretation of 
events so that you are aware of all sides of the conflict. 
My daughter was instrumental in helping plan the walk-
out at the Middle School. She, along with several other Middle 
School students, felt strongly about wanting to join the nation-
wide student walkout to protest the possible war in l~q. After 
learning of his students' plans, Dr. Wiesenthal and Mr. Tumer 
called several of the students Into the office and proceeded to 
intimidate them with threats of a flve-<iay suspension and loss of 
their Washington D.C. trip if they went through with their plan. I 
believe they offered to have an assemb!y during which students 
would have the opportunity to "voice· their opinions and con-
cerns. After some thought. the students decided that an assem-
bly was unacceptable be(.ause it would not give them the oppor· 
tunrty to join other students protesting across the United States-
Amanda came home and talked it over with me. and both my hus-
band and I told her that we fully supported her decision and that 
she was free to follow lier heart In this matter. Amanda decided · 
to hand out little leaflets on Wednesday morning inviting students 
to join in the walkout for peace. The leaflet also contained the 
entire First Amendment of the Bill of Rights so that the students 
would be clear about their rights. 
Early.this morning I received a call from Mr. Turner ask-
ing me to come to the school to discuss Amanda's conduct. I 
expressed my concern that she and other students were not 
being giVen the opportunity to voice their opinions and concerns, 
and Mr. Turner asked me to come to the school immedlate!y as 
we had •more to discuss than he thought". When my husband 
and I arrtved, another student and her mother were In Dr. 
Wiesenthal's office talking to Mr. Turner. When they came out of 
the office, we were informed that the student had been suspend-
ed for disrupting the students and was oot allowed on school 
grounds. We were asked into the office, and after a somewhat 
lengthy (and rather heated) discussion, we were Informed that 
Amanda was suspended and would have to leave the school 
grounds immediately, I believethis is in direct violation of school 
district policy, which states that suspended students are allowed 
on school grounds if accompanied by a parent Mr. Turner had no 
authority to order Amanda off of school property. and her rights 
were most .certainty violated. However. we decided not to press 
the issue.. After speaking with the Guidance Office and withdraw-
ing Amanda from the Middle School. we left the building and 
returned home. · 
At about 11:50 a.m .. a group of Middle School students 
arrived at our house so that Amanda could join their group on the 
Walkout. They told Amanda that Mr. Tumer had catted an assem-
bly and had threatened to suspend any student who left the 
school building. They said that he had offered to meet with stu-
dents durtng lunchtime in the auditorium, durin~ which time they 
could •protest". These students decided to follow the original 
plan and left the school building after t~e assembly. Amanda 
and I accompanied the students up to the Middle School, where 
the students proceeded to stand on the sidewalk and wave their 
signs and banners. Reporters from the Times Herald Record and 
the Poughkeepsie Journal arrived, and the students had a chance 
to voice their opinions and concerns to the reporters. The stu-
dents were accompanied during their march by my husband, me, 
Lori Morris (Sierra DaCrosta's mother) and Ryszard Lagodka 
(Cecllia's father). 
At about 2:00 p.m .• the students returned to the Middle 
School to get their belongings and get ready to take their buses 
home. The students were allowed back into the building. at 
which point they were informed by Mr. Turner that they were being 
suspended for five days and that they would not be able to attend 
the washington D.C. trip (and would receive no refund for money 
paid to the schooO. My husband and I accompanied my daughter 
into the building so that she could get all of her belongings from 
her locker as she wasn't returning to school. Amanda went 
upstairs to her locker. at which point she was confronted by Mr. 
Turner and told that she couldn't get her belongings. She came 
Opinions 
the drab report 
by Michael Marlin , Jr 
Senior carrel 68 is my 
home away from the dorm. 
Or ... 1t's supposed to be, anyway. 
As many of you probably 
know, when you become a senior 
you have the option of selecting 
a carrel in the library that will 
permanently become your desk. 
It holds your books and belong-
ings. and gives you a pseudo-pri -
vate space of comfort that you 
can officially label as yours. 
Not everyone gets a car· 
rel though. You have to act fast. 
which I did during the first week 
at school. and I selected one of 
the most popular seats in the 
building: third floor, last carrel 
in the row along windows. I 
don't know why this seat hes 
always been so popular. 
Perhaps it is because there is no 
desk behind it and therefore no 
one who might secretly be star-
ing at you behind your back. 
Maybe it's th.e Ethernet or elec-
trical outlets. or the seclusion 
from everything else . 
Then again . the third 
floor men ' s bathroom is pretty 
nice too, especially the stall. 
Once the latch is closed, it 
immediately becomes a personal 
room, large enough for. a desk 
and chair ... although I would 
never think of moving in such 
items because of the friendly 
signs that remind me: "Please 
do not bring books or library 
materials into· the bathroom. • 
Damn. 
But I have to admit . I 
een very kind 
carrel this year. Barring a few 
weeks this semester when I sat 
there all day and all night think-
ing my project would never ge e 
written, I have not spent much 
time in that seat at all. Other 
people. however, have. 
Every Ume I check on my old pal , 
carrel 68. there is a new item 
there, Books, printouts, cold 
half-drunk cups of coffee. you 
name it. Most recently. I found 
essays on "photographic pornog-
raphy.* 
Someone has made my 
carrel 68 their home. 
I'm not· angry, or jealous. I'm 
willing to share the wealth of 
that great little seat. I just miss 
the little guy, that's all. During 
the short time that we spent 
together: a passionate bond was 
formed. And although that bond 
is not broken. it is being 
stretched ... by someone else. 
And what is someone to 
think when they come to my car-
rel and see my name paired with 
essays ol'l photographic pornog-
raphy? Don ' t get me wrong ... ! 
have nothing against porn, but 
will th is stranger begin to form 
opinions of me? Of course they 
will! I do it all the time. I have 
not sat at one senior carrel 
where I didn't look through the 
person's books to see what they 
were studying ... and often, by the 
time I leave, I feel I k·now that 
person inside and out, even if I 
have no idea who he or she is. 
Suc~is IHe, I guess. But 
I'd like to send a shout out to my 
bud. carrel 68 ... 1 miss you. and I 
hope to see you again soon . 
Stay strong. And for those who 
are now taking care of him, be 
gentile . He means well. 

































CrossgatesMalLCrossin2: the Line 
Disrnpting the peace, or is peace disrupting? 
by !Jacqueline Moss j Hons and probably billions of Christmas and The week of March 10th, the 
other holiday cards? The actions of the group Women Against War. went to the 
The Crossgates Malt in 
Guilderland, New York. has a store policy 
which bans patrons from wearing clothing 
with slogans which may cause a d1stur· 
bance. ApparenUy, clothes that have anti-
war or pro·peace slogans on them are 
mcluded m the category of clothing which 
may cause a disturbanc~. 
When you feel 
strongly for or 
against something, 
you're allowed to 
express your feelings 
on that issue ... 
The first week of March, Stephen 
Downs, a sixty-year old lawyer and his son, 
refused to leave the Crossgates Mall or take 
off their T-shirts which read: "Peace on 
Earth" on the front. and: "Give Peace a 
Chance" on the 'back. Both men were 
ordered by mall security guards to remove 
the shirts or leave. The elder Mr. Downs 
refused, and the mall charged him wrth 
trespassing. So. l can wear a T-shirt with 
swears and naked women or men all over 
1t. advertising beer and cigarettes. but I 
can't wear a T·shirt that has the simple (and 
I hope. widely used phrase). "Peace on 
Earth"· a phrase commonly used for mil-
Crossgates Mall security, and the policy of Crossgates Mall to protest the mall's policy 
the mall which backed those actions, 1s a as well as the arrest of the Downs. and. sur-
blatant violation of the first amendment. prisingly, the firing of Robert Williams. Erin 
that which guarantees the freedom of O'Brien, a member of the Woman Against 
speech under our legal system. War group, stated: "Robert Williams ... is 
The mall issued a statement on clearly being scapegoated and used as a 
the controversy surrounding the arrest of sacrificial lamb'. l happen to agree with 
Downs (the trespassing charge has since O'Bnen that Robert Wiiiiams was probably 
been dropped), stated that the mall does being used as a "sacrificial lamb' in order to 
not practice "selective enforcement• when keep the mall's reputation tidy. 
rts comes to its disruptive clothing policy, Over two-hundred people particl' 
but 'rather. our policy focuses on rules of pated in the protest which took place in the 
conduct, which strictly prohibit loitering, dis- mall's food court. One of the mall's employ-
orderly or disruptive conduct, harassment. ee's. Jennifer DeGregoria, a cashier at the 
offensive language, fighting or other activi- Hungry Harry Deli, commented on the 
ties that could be deemed illegal". So, If protest: ·1 find thi.s protest offensive ... you're 
the mall's pohcy 1s strict\y what is stated going to make a difference standing in the 
above. why was Mr. Downs arrested? mall making a (fool) of yourself?" 
Crossgates Mall blames Robert Williams. Personally, I don't think protest ls as effec-
the security officer who stopped the two tive as most people like to think it is. but 
men and asked them to leave, for the inci- that's not the point of protest. When you 
dent. Mr. Williams has since been fired. feel strongly for or against something. 
But why would William's risk his JOb by you're allowed to express your feelings on 
harassing customers with out just cause? that issue. so long as its in a peaceful man-
If Wilhams wasn't clear on mall policy. he ner. and protest is included 1n this. Some 
made a mistake. certainly not a fatal mis- cashier saying that the protest offended her 
take - and that is not just cause to fire an and stating that by protesting for or against 
employee. something you believe m, you· re making a 
fool of yourself and not having any 
effect, is what scares me. 
Standing up for what you believe in 
is not a foolish thing to do, 1f you 
believe something is immoral or 
Illegal, than you should take action, 
but those who do not believe in a 
cause or are against it, or who just 
don't give a damn. shouldn't criti· 
cize those who do.· We still live · 
under a government that grants us 
freedom of sp·eech, even I that gov-
ernment seems to protect.these 
right_s less and less and to interpret 
them more and more narrowly. 
Letters to the Editor t6pic is not "apt>rciprll:rte". ·FMtsnp of fear. uncertainty and 
anger are discourited and lgnored by the teachers and the 
administration, and the children felt that they had no recourse 
but to resort to drastic measures in order to be heard. Many of 
the children decided to Join the walkout not only t<>protest 
against the war' but also tci send a message to the administra-
tion that they needed more support. more respect, and more 
validation of their feelings and beliefs. Instead, they were 
ridiculed, dismissed, threatened, intimidated and treated like 
infants. This is absolutely unacceptable. 
down to the lobby and tear-
.,.continued from page 14... fully informed me what Mr. 
Turner had 
said, at which point I confronted Mr. Turner and angrily 
informed him that 
neither Amanda nor I would leave the building until Amanda 
was given the opportunity to gather her belongings. Mr. Turner 
demanded that we vacate the premises immediately, and I 
refused. Again, according to school district suspension policy, 
Mr. Turner had no authority to make that demand. I also asked 
to speak with the Superintendent and was told that 1 would be 
unable to do so. Mr. Turner then proceeded to call the New 
Paltz police with the intent of having me arrested because I was 
•out of control". When the police arrived, their negotiations with 
Mr. Tu mer finally enabled Amanda to gather all of her belong-
ings. At that point. we left the building without further mishap. 
I am absolutely speechless in my anger and frustra-
tion with the manner in which the children and I were treated by 
the Middle School administration today. All efforts by the chil· 
dren to explain their position were completely and utterlY dis. · 
missed by Mr. Turner, and my discussions with Mr. Turner also 
yielded nothing of any consequence. The members of the 
administration, and many of the teachers. were disrespectful 
and dismissive of the chitdren. which added to the feelings of 
frustration and hostility of the children. Many of the children • 
told me that they have not been able to discuss their feelings 
about the war with any of their teachers and are told that the 
The New Paltz Central School District purports to be 
"committed to understanding the academic, emotional, social 
and phys1cai'11eeds of the middle school student and to provid-
ing a learning setting which 1s dedicated to responding to those 
needs'. f believe that today's episode clearly demonstrates that 
the Oistnct is not committed to any of those things but rather to 
creating cookie-cutter •automatons• who cannot think or make 
moral choices about issues that are important. I am unwilling 
to risk exposing my child to further damage by the small-mind-
ed, rigid mentality of this administration. Therefore, I am going 
to abide by my decision to withdraw Amanda from the Middle 
School and provide for her education until I can find a suitable 
high school environment for her. I sincerely hope that this 
episode will begin a process of change in the Middle School 
whereby the children are shown more respect, support and vali-
dation. 
Sincerely, 
Carol A. Lundergan 
I have had sex 
on the soccer field. the 
bathroom on 2nd 11oor of 
the Campus Center 
April 18. 2003 
Dear Miss Lonely Hearts. 
What if I fall in love? I 
mean, how do I know if .•. what if I 
ever fell ... what is !ove ... or what if I 
just fucked another fellow. What is 
love? What really is love? Will f be a 
completely different person? r mean 
it could change me-I could be differ-
ent. What would I do? What should 
I do if I fell in love? I mean what 
rea fly is love? 
-Brittney Guiness 
Dear Brittney. 
Hold on a second there-
don't get so .hot and bothered. You 
should not be stressing-your worry.-
Ing about a test you don't even have 
to ta}<e ... slow down and enjoy the 
days you have left until you're tied 
down to an emotion you will neve'r 
understand. 
Dear Miss lonely Hearts, 
I constantly catch this girl 
eating in the campus center. That 
seems normal right? But then I also 
constantly catch her in the bath-
room, which would be fine, but she 
is vomiting. What is up? 
-Christina Coors 
Dear Christina. 
This Bulimic Betty needs to 
be caught- but be sure before you 
dec ide 1f you want to be the one 
that takes on that burden. It 
sounds like a case for someone with 
experience-so why not tell someone 
else and let them take on the trou-
bles of a troubled girl. 
Dear Miss Lonely Hearts, 
What do I do if I am afraid 
of bees, Sexual bees ... 
-Ethan Abramson 
Dear .Ethan Abramson, 
1 don't know what your tak-
ing about. But my advice to you is 
its going to be summer soon, so pro-
tect yourself anyway possible 
whether that be with long sleeves. 
a net or a wet suit . Do whatever you 
need to do. You should not be 
scared by sexual predators whether 
they be man, beast or bee. Bard is 
a safe campus. no one should' be 
able to stick their stinger in you 
without your consent. 
Where have you or would 
llke to have sex in pubJtc at 
Bard? 
Under a tree at 
Blithewood-1n-tbe moon-
(t noght. 
lntramurals are back ... and lots of them! 
By Jacqueline LaDuke and Ian Schaff 
(Status of Season as of Aprll 17th, 2003) 
The time has come again for intramurals. As an integral part of the Bard ath-
let1CS, mtramurals provide the opportunity for students to play sports and take them a 
little less seriously, especially now that the Bard athletics program 1s stepping it up a 
notch and trying to become more serious. So when the word ·intramurats• comes up, 
people think 'Yay, I can scream. pull hair, and kick walls, with no real consequences.' 
We're hoping that the fun old intramural mentality is back this year. It was unfortunate 
last year, when a Bard alum was kicked off the indoor soccer field because ·he didn't 
go to Bard." However; we all know that the cry-babies that went and told Daddy were 
upset because the Bard alum was kicking their asses. However, so far. there have been 
no cry-babies this year. 
Actually, there are only two sports taking place at the moment. They are bas-
ketball and soccer. There are five basketball teams and 20 games in the season, not 
coun!mg the finals. With six wins, the Ruff Ryders are in the lead. There are two peo-
ple I think the teams should look out for in this intramural season, they are the 
Microwave (Franco Bulaon) and the Goat (Jed Clarke). That Microwave has a tendency 
to heat up behind the three-point line and people seem to tremble in terror and tum 
into goat cheese beneath the •Goat" as he dangles from the rim. "Please don't look up 
my shorts•. says Jed (while he is hanging from the rim). other players to look out for 
are Adam Turner. a freshman Bard basketball all-star; he has a solid inside game and a 
strong three-pointer, and Jemell Austin, he will bedazzle you on the court and when he 
goes into turbo speed, game over. Last but not least. Justin Goldberg .. .,one piece of 
advice .... don't piss this guy off, he's got a nasty nght hook. He will hit you hard! The 
next scheduled basl<etball games are on Thursday, April 17th. 
Soccer, on the other hand, seems a bit more popular, as there are ten teams. 
Their season consists of 26 games, plus the semi finals and finals. There have been 
25 games so far. lnterbard has the most wins with 6 and are undefeated. while 
Lightning Strikes and AARP both have 4 wins. Even though this is just intramurals, peo-
ple realty get into it. Just as in basketball, there are a few people to watch out for during 
the games. I know of some (I won't name any names) that will literally kick your shins in 
if you piss them off. There are also some girls that will show you that you can't fuck 
with them if you mess with them. So WATCH OUTI At one game during the first week. 
one player got very frustrated and was kicking the bleachers yelling. There is also one 
particularly violent and unruly team whose players will jump on your back if they can't 
get the ball. I'm just waiting to see a fight .. 
Soccer and basketball are the more typical intramurals. Those two, along with 
softball, have always been here. This year, however, a number of new intramurals are 
being offered. If you check out the website, you'll find the complete list. They include: 
badminton .. basketball, bowling. flag football, golf. horseshoes, indoor soccer, kickball, 
mini golf. Raptor biathlon, softball, squash, table tennis, tennis, and ultimate frisbee. 
Quite a variety! Most of the sports haven't started yet probably due to this erratic 
weather. But it seems to be getting nicer out so they should start up soon. 
Hopefully, the day will come when the Bard gym has expanded and they have 
finally built the complex with the indoor track (which I was promised when I took a tour 
of Ba~ 5 years ago!) and then there can even be more intramurats. I am pleasantly 
surprised that Bard is offering all of these intra murals, however, I hope that there will 
be more of a demand for them. People are used to the usual sports, such a soccer, 
basketball, and softball, and might be a little bit overwhelmed by all of these new fancy 
ones. 
TYSON ON LATE NIGHT TALK SHOW AS CO-HOST?~ By Sean Sullivan 
Yes, that's right. During the entire week of April 
1st to the 5th, Mike Tyson was co-host on the Jimmy 
Kimmel Show, airing M-F from 12:05-1:05am. This was 
quite an interesting spectacle, as Iron Mike has rarely 
grven so much of himself to the public in recent years. 
The public got a chance to see Mike in a different light 
than are used to seeing. He discarded the usual 'I'm 
gonna kill you' demeanor, to show a gentler, more relaxed 
Mike Tyson. During the week. he and Kimmel bantered 
back-and forth at the beginning of the show. then Kimmel 
brought on the weekiy guests, to whom fyson would 
chime in on every once in a while. 
The week started off a ltttle tensely, as Kimmel 
appeared a little unsure of how to relate and react to 
Tyson. Tyson. too, seemed somewhat apprehensive 
about how to present himself. putting up his guard to test 
whether Kimmel brought him on the show just to poke 
fun at him. However, as the days went by, the two grew 
cordial with one another and a very entertaining hour of 
comedy developed each surpassing day. On the first 
night, it seemed Kimmel was trying to get a rise out of 
Tyson by showing him pictures of Don King and ex-wife. 
Robin Givens. but Tyson kept his cool, and made the best 
of Kimmel's comedy bit. Later on 1n that show, he got 
psyched that Wanda Sykes was the guest. and even 
asked her out once she came on. 
On Tuesday, Kimmel's father met up with Tyson 
on a rooftop of an apartment building somewhere in 
Brooklyn. where Tyson keeps his pigeon coup, all 1100 of 
them. Thts was really nice to see. Tyson explained that 
this IS where he 1s at his most peaceful. He's been flying 
pigeons since childhood and intends to continue till 
death. he says. He called that rooftop his personal 
office, where he often spends days from 6am till 2am up 
there just flying and admiring his collection of many exot-
ic birds. One guest on that show, whose name escapes 
me, had a very strange diet of eating only big macs every 
day. and nothing m9re. Since he started some twenty 
years ago, he is currently around 19,000 big macs. 
Tys,on amazed by this, jumped out of his seat asking to 
see receipts. When Ben Stein was guest. he told a story 
of when he chilled with Tyson at a Tower Records. Upon 
leaving, they encountered a homeless woman on the · 
street, and Ben gave the woman a five-dollar bill. He 
said he was impressed with Tyson's generosity and com-
passion. when Tyson went back to the homeless woman 
and gave her one hundred dollars. On another show, 
Kimmel attempted to conduct as 'serious interview' as he 
put it, with the Iron man, by having each of them suck in 
balloons full of helium. He asked Tyson if the rumor 
about him sleeping with 24 women in one night wcJs 
indeed truth. and then what the biggest number of 
· women Tyson has bedded in one night was. Tyson 
quipped, "Counting your mother, I don't know.' This kind 
of humor persisted throughout the week, keeping the stu-
dio audien~e on its heels. Thursday night saw Tyson 
attempt karaoke, as he serenaded the super-model. Ali 
Ladry. Before singing, Tyson said, "Oh boy, the white man 
finally got me.' Landry professed to be a big boxing fan, 
and Tyson immediately began flirting with this beautiful 
woman he saw in front of him. The audience even booed 
at the mention of her boyfriend, Mario Lopez, former 
'Saved ~the Betr star, also known as A.e: Slater. Tys 
looked into the camera and said, "Hi Mario" and to 
Kimmel, cracked. "He's prettier than her," joking abeut 
Marlo's pretty-boy looks. Marlon Wayans, another guest 
on that sl'jow. agreed. On another segment between 
Kimmel and Tyson, they took a trip to a local gym 
adorned in boxing gear. Tyson literally showed Kimmel 
the ropes. pointing to them. Kimmel made attempts to 
work several punching bags to no avail, then finally 
stepped into the ring wtth Mike. Originally, the plan was 
to have Tyson spar with Kimmel, but surprisingly. Tyson 
refused, saying he was not a violent man anymore, out-
side the ropes. So Instead, Tyson playfully ran after 
Kimmel and wrestled him to the floor. 
With all the wackiness. I was glad to see Tyson 
relax, laugh, and en;oy himself, letting go a little. It is 
possible that his next fight could come on June 21st on a 
double-header including a title-defense of heavyweight 
champion •. Lennox Lewis. · 
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SULLY'S DOZEN: Q&A WITH JED ON BASKETBALL 
So, what's going on In basketball, Jed? 
Jed: 1 don't know??'J?????7???m???????????????m??????m??rrrrn 
Who do you think could mal{.e It to the finals? 
. 
Jed: Lakers. because I want them to win. They're playing great again. Kobe and Shaq are playing like maniacs. Who else would you want to win? Mavericks? The Spurs? 
How about those Knlcks? 
Jed: lottery time!! They should not make the play-<>ffs and try to gi:t some good draft picks. 
Someone told me your niece sang In a choir at a recent Knick game. 
Jed: Y~h. I tried to watch the game, but they skipped aver her singing the national anthem and started 
at the tip off. Bummer. Bummer. Bummer. Bummer ...... Bummer. · 
Who's your favorite team and player? 
Jed: The Blazers are fun to watch because Rasheed Wallace is so funny. Though, exciting games mean 
more. Player? Of cqurse, there's Jordan. I like Spreewell. · 1 used to have a jersey of his in junior-high. 
When I found out he choked his coach~ .. man! He's a good speaker though. Yao Ming is amazing. and 
Tracy McGrady. Damar Johnson, he's trying to make a comeback after a car accident. He·s practicing 
with the Hawks. I hope he makes it 
Do you play basketball? 
Jed: Yeah. but not on a team, not even intramurals. 
• 
I seem to remember a time when rumors had you being the greatest Bard basketball player ever. 
Jed: {laughs .. .laughs again) Are you going to say that I was laughing like a machine gun, or are you going 
to write that I asked you if you were going to write that I was laughing like a machine gun? " ... : 4. 
What teams are hot right now? 
Jed: The Mavericks, Lakers. Kings. Philadelphia's been winning a bunch. The Blazers. I think, have 
been winning too. I guess the Spurs are hot too, but I don't like them at all! Plus, they beat the Knicks 
in the finals in '99. 
Who's the best basketball player turned rapper? 
Jed: Cedric Ceballos. because he's had more time to work an raps. Kobe was Just bad, because he's 
not a poet...he's a basketball player. I heard that lverson·s music was just so offensive. Shaq .. .I don't 
know. I think they should rap about what they know. and about their fans. and how they hate other 
ballers. 
Is It really all about the shoes? 
Jed: For me ... yeah, but not for Antoine Walker. He wants to play barefoot He reminds me of my brother, the way he looks. like a younger version. 
What celebrity would make a good basketball_player? · 
Jed: Flea! He's kinda -old now. but he's a good player. Ever see him or:i those 'Rock N' Jock' s.hows? He was making all sorts of shots. I think Master P was a good player. He tried 
out for the NBA. t thfnk he messed up his knee. 
I Mike t>tCiZZi-cilld--tlle besit:~a.m ffihasd>atI:rhe- New-York~MetsH ) 
' by FRANCO BUIAON 
During Spring training, Mike Piazza tried to kill Dodger's pitcher Guillermo Mota, 
after·being hit by a pitch. Piazza who gets hit a lot and usually doesn't do anything. final-
ly got mad and charged the mound. Mota was really terrified and he threw his glove at 
Piazza and ran away. Then Mets outfielder Jeremy Burnitz (who wlll have a breakthrough 
season this year) ran after Mota up until Mota retreated in the Dodger's dugout. This 
Mota guy is real coward. He had hit Piazza tast Spring training as well, which caused 
Piazza to think that this time around it was Intentional. The last time Piazza only threat-
ened Mota, but this time around he finally had it. Piazza's eyes filled with fury as team-
mates. Timo Perez and Cliff 
Flcyd held him back. If 
these men hadn't held 
Piazza back I think he 
would've broke Mota·s 
nose. Piazza has had 
enough with people trymg 
to push him around and hit 
him with baseballs and 
shattered wood. I wish. a 
couple of years ago. he had 
charged the r:nound when 
Clemens hit him and threw 
a bat at him. Clemens 1s a 
jerk and he definitely 
deserved to get punched in 
the nose. Piazza is usually 
a well-mannered young 
man, so well mannered 
that last year there was a 
rumor that he was gay. I don't know whether that is true or not. but I don·t think he's gay 
because the media always blows things out of proportion. and plus Piazza listens to hard-
core music. This year I think Piazza is going to be more aggressive and angry because of 
this incident and although as of n<YN he's only hitting .148 with no horneruns and no 
RBl's, he's going to come around and be better than A-Rod. 
Even though the Mets are currently in last place in their division, they have 
added a lot of really good players. Though they do suck now, these players Will eventually 
come around. Tom Glavine is good. Mike Stanton is a great relie"Ver, and Cliff Floyd is 
really big and I think he'll hit a lot of homeruns this year. Also Mo Vaughn and Roberto 
Alomar will start hitting as well, I think. Mo Vaughn definitely. 
Oh I almost 1orgotl DAVID CONE is back. He's the best. He is one of the Mets 
greats, some of which include John Franco, Howard Johnson, and Daryl Strawberry, just 
to name a few. Cone was signed to a minor league contract a few months ago and sur-
prisingly made the team! He'll add a lot of wisdom in the clubhouse and he might even 
pitch a few good games. Being 40 is not that old at all, I mean look at Michael Jordan or 
Jeese Orosco. another Met great. Arryway, I think the Mets are finally going to Win it all 
this year. They're not doing so well now, but they'll come around. I think I may have said 
that several times, but it's true. They definitely-have the tools and Piazza. once he gets 
determined and angry, will definitely start tearing it up. When Piazza starts hitting. and 
Mo Vaughn and Roberto Alomar and Cliff Flcyd and Jeromy Burnitz and Roger Cedeno 
and new comer Ty Wigginton and weak hitting Rey Sanchez also start hitting, the Mets 
will do frne. Jay Bell and Tony Clark might do well too. They use to be really good 5 years 
ago, and who knows. rna}'be they'll be good this year. Shinjo is back too. He once vowed 
that he would spent the rest of his life making the Mets pay after being traded two years 
ago to the Giants. HAHA I guess you have to eat your words now Shinjo. He'll do well too. 
He'll be much better than that Godzilla jer1<. Oh I also forgot to mention that Rey Ordonez 
and Edgardo Alfonzo got traded and are no longer Mets players anymore. 1t's cool. 
Ordonez is arguably the worst hitter in baseball. I'm guessing here, but I think he may 
have hit 3 career homeruns in the past 8 years that he has been with the Mets. He IS 
soooo awful. David Cone I think has hit more homeruns than Ordonez. Alfonzo is looking 
otd and he's only 28 or so years old. I think he might become the future caries Baerga. 
Remember him? What a bad player! We even traded Jeff Kent for that ass. He was the 
worst. and I thmk if we kept Alfonzo. he would eventually become like Baerga. Hopefully 
Alomar won't become like that either. Wetl umm ok, what else.. I think this is enough for 
the moment The Mets are great and they are going to win the World Series in 2003. 
No, wait...there's more. 
Other related news: The Yankees and Godzilla can eat nuts because they suck. 
Also, Mike Piazza is going to win the triple crown this year and Rey Ordonez is going to hit 
one homerun for the Tampa Devil Rays. I'm so glad we traded that jerk. Also, the Braves 
suck and Ken Griffey junior got injured again and Derek Jeter dislocated his shoulder. 
Awwww poor guy. Let's go Mets. 
r---------------------·------------------------------------------~ 
Dream a little dream? Call the Dream Hotline @ (845) 752-481 O 
Keep an eye out for the dream movie ... May 7th 
dreamhotline@mail.com 
~------------------------------------------------~--------------· 
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R Letter from the one of our Forefathers 
INoobs, Elizabeth, et. al -
I had to leave to work on the pro-ject. I'~ not trying to be 
a dick, but it needs to be done in 10 DAYS! OMIGOD! I'm 
sorry, I'm sorry, I'm sorry, J'm sorry, I'm sorry. 
I love the Observer, but l love graduatin' too ... It is the prover- . 
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